
To Whom It May Concern:  
 
Through this, we would like to nominate the web platform “Argentina Por Vos” to the the                
WITSA Virtual World Prize for ICT Excellence, within the category “COVID-19 Technological            
solutions for cities and towns”. 
 
Argentina Por Vos is a web platform for citizens implemented in Argentina. It’s a non-profit               
organization whose objective is to create an union between someone that has a need and               
some other that may help, in this difficult and unexpected times. It was created by _coderio                
Sofware Factory and based on “Ayudapy”, a free code tool implemented in Paraguay.  
 
This platform emerged from the contemplation of the current situation, and how we can take               
advantage of it to become better human beings, exalting the ability to help each other. The                
purpose is to bring together people who need help with whom can help them. The only way                 
to achieve that union was to reach both sides. Argentina Por Vos connects people who               
need, with people that want to help. 
 
To make a request for help, you must enable the geolocation of the PC or mobile device                 
you are using. Then, you must enter the option "I need help" and fill out the form with the                   
need we have, in as much detail as possible so that the help received is really effective. On                  
the contrary, if we want to help others, we will activate geolocation and enter the "I want to                  
help" section. The map will focus on our location and will show, marked with bedbugs, the                
orders that are in our area. 
 
The platform does not collect any sensitive data nor does it require you to enter the exact                 
address of your home. Instead, it invites you to put some point of reference such as a nearby                  
police station or some public place, to preserve the security of both parties. 
 
We try to make the platform sponsored and maintained by the _Coderio team, but we appeal                
to the goodwill of the people, since it is a platform exclusively for society. 
 
There are no intermediaries on this platform. Once the both parties contact each other, the               
platform no longer has power or responsibility over what happens. Therefore, there are             
terms and conditions that the user accepts when using it. 
 
Regarding the technologies to be used in development, the following stand out: 

- Backend: Django 
- Frontend: We use the CSS Bulma framework. We also refined the UI and it was               

given a full accessibility audit. 
In a project of this nature, the main thing is that it can be used by all individuals. Not to                    
mention that there were portions of JS that were improved by bringing them to ES6               
standards. 
 
The biggest challenge was to integrate everything with geolocation, the core of the platform:              
Beyond that there are libraries that meet the needs, in many cases they have a cost, so we                  

https://argentinaporvos.org/
https://coderio.co/
https://coderio.co/


tried to make Argentina Por Vos as open source as possible. So the team used the                
OpenStreetMap API. 
 
In summary, we believe it is important to highlight: 
 

- It’s non-profit and independent; 
- It’s a citizen web platform, by and for society; 
- It tries to generate connection between people with a clear objective, which is to              

generate aid flows; 
- It’s simple; 
- It generates vulnerability maps, to make focus on; 
- It’s Open Sourced, in order to share the knowledge acquired. 

 
 
Without further ado, Argentina Por Vos is a platform that appeals to people's solidarity. The               
main objective is to generate channels of help within each community so that we help each                
other in these difficult times. Therefore, our slogan is: 

 
The help you need is just around the corner! 

 
Thank you so much,  
 

 
Best regards,  

  
Argentina Por Vos and _coderio team. 

 
 
 


